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[1] The sensitivity of the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon to changes
in the tropical Pacific mean climate is investigated with a coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea
ice general circulation model (AOGCM), the Kiel Climate Model (KCM). Different
mean climate states are generated by changing the orbital forcing that causes a
redistribution of solar energy, which was a major driver of both the Holocene and the
Eemian climates. We find that the ENSO amplitude is positively correlated with both the
Equatorial Pacific sea surface temperature (SST) and the equatorial zonal SST contrast.
The latter is controlled by the upwelling-induced damping of the SST changes in the
Eastern Equatorial Pacific (EEP), and by the vertical ocean dynamical heating and zonal
heat transport convergence in the Western Equatorial Pacific. The ENSO amplitude also
correlates positively with the seasonal SST amplitude in the EEP and negatively with the
strength of the easterly Trades over the Equatorial Pacific. However, the ENSO period is
rather stable and stays within 3–4 years. Enhanced ENSO amplitude is simulated during
the late-Holocene, in agreement with paleoproxy records. The tight positive correlation
(r = 0.89) between the ENSO strength and the Western Pacific Warm Pool (WPWP) SST
suggests that the latter may provide an indirect measure of the ENSO amplitude from
proxy data that cannot explicitly resolve interannual variability.

Citation: Salau, O. R., B. Schneider, W. Park, V. Khon, and M. Latif (2012), Modeling the ENSO impact of orbitally induced
mean state climate changes, J. Geophys. Res., 117, C05043, doi:10.1029/2011JC007742.

1. Introduction

[2] The El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a natural
interannual climate fluctuation originating in the tropical
Pacific Ocean, which affects climate worldwide through
atmospheric teleconnections [Philander, 1990; McPhaden
et al., 1998]. ENSO is associated with anomalous regional
wind, precipitation and temperature patterns [Ropelewski
and Halpert, 1996] that change upper ocean stratification
and vertical motion, and thus nutrient conditions [Stenseth
et al., 2002]. The phenomenon influences not only climate
and biosphere, but also the economies of several countries
through impacts on agriculture and fisheries, thereby affecting
human societies in many different ways [McPhaden et al.,
2006; Chavez et al., 1999]. Hence, reliable projections of
ENSO characteristics under different future greenhouse gas
emission scenarios are highly desirable. State-of-the-art cou-
pled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs)
are becoming better at reproducing observed patterns of
interannual climate variability, including ENSO, for which

the driving physical mechanisms are increasingly well
understood [Guilyardi et al., 2009]. However, future pro-
jections of both ENSO amplitude and frequency for the
21st century are also highly uncertain [Collins et al., 2010;
Guilyardi, 2006].
[3] Important insights into the mechanisms underlying

internal climate variability and externally driven climate
change may be obtained from reconstructions of past climate
conditions. In particular, past warm climates may serve as
analogues for future warming in response to enhanced
greenhouse gas concentrations. For example, several recon-
structions for the Holocene climate (last 10 kyr BP) agree
that ENSO amplitude was weaker during the early to mid-
Holocene compared to the present climate. Evidence comes
from layers of inorganic debris deposits in lake sediments
from Ecuador, which indicates a switch toward more fre-
quent strong El Niños around 7 kyr BP [Rodbell et al.,
1999]. In the Indo-Pacific Warm Pool (IPWP), d18O and
Sr/Ca data from corals, recording salinity (precipitation) and
temperature variations, respectively, have shown increasing
ENSO strength toward the end of the Holocene [Tudhope
et al., 2001]. The data revealed a considerably higher vari-
ability at modern times compared to the last glacial and
interglacial periods (�20 and 130 kyr BP) [Tudhope et al.,
2001; Moy et al., 2002; Gagan et al., 2004]. Similarly,
pollen records from northern Australia show a period of less
variable conditions around 4 kyr BP, indicative of weaker
ENSO variability, followed by a switch back to a drier
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(El Niño-like) state thereafter [Shulmeister and Lees, 1995].
Models simulating the climate of the Holocene also support
the tendency of damped ENSO-related variability during the
mid-Holocene [Clement et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2000; Otto-
Bliesner et al., 2003; Brown et al., 2006]. The damping is
mostly explained by the effect of a precession-induced
strong enhancement of the Asian Monsoon [Zheng et al.,
2008; Kutzbach and Liu, 1997].
[4] In general, the Eemian (�130 to 116 kyr BP) experi-

enced a warmer climate than today [Jansen et al., 2007]
probably with significantly reduced Northern Hemisphere
ice volume [Stirling et al., 1998; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006].
Both periods (Holocene, Eemian) are within the well-dated
150 kyr BP interval over which a meaningful test of the
orbital theory could be made with a good accuracy in the
geological chronology [Hays et al., 1976]. Comparable
orbital configurations and tropical warming trends of both
periods [Leduc et al., 2010] make them suitable examples to
test the effect of orbitally induced changes in the mean state
of the tropical Pacific on ENSO.
[5] ENSO is a complex internal climate fluctuation that is

usually explained by either a naturally sustained oscillation
or by a damped mode forced by atmospheric noise [Neelin
et al., 1998; Wang and Picaut, 2004; Fedorov and Philander,
2000; McWilliams and Gent, 1978; Lau, 1985; Kleeman
and Moore, 1997; Penland and Sardeshmukh, 1995; Eckert
and Latif, 1997; Kessler, 2002; Moore and Kleeman, 1999;
Thompson and Battisti, 2001; Dijkstra and Burgers, 2002;
Larkin and Harrison, 2002; Zavala-Garay et al., 2003; Blanke
et al., 1997]. Some robust relationships between ENSO and
the mean tropical Pacific climate state were derived from the
current generation of climate models [Guilyardi, 2006], which
are supported by 1000 years of tree ring data from the North
American continent [Li et al., 2011]. For example, ENSO
strength in the models has been shown to be an inverse func-
tion of the mean trade wind strength in the Central Equatorial
Pacific as well as of the relative strength of the seasonal cycle
in the Eastern Equatorial Pacific (EEP). Changes of the mean
state also affect the feedback loops such that in a warm
climate, for instance, SST sensitivity is amplified due to an
increased sharpness of the thermocline. However, various
competing processes act at the same time so that it is difficult
to anticipate the net effect of future expected warming [Philip
and van Oldenborgh, 2006]. Nevertheless, the results from
climate model simulations are important to understand the
effect of mean state changes on ENSO and ocean-atmosphere
feedbacks in the Tropics. Paleoproxies often do not permit the
reconstruction of seasonal to interannual variability, which is
mainly due to a lack of sufficient temporal resolution and/or
proxy sensitivity [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
2007; Leduc et al., 2010]. Therefore, forming a robust link
between ENSO and the mean state could allow proxy records
with coarse time resolution to provide a strong constraint on
reconstructions of ENSO during past climates.
[6] To investigate the relationship between ENSO and the

mean climate state in the tropical Pacific across different
warm climate intervals, we use in the present study a state-
of-the-art AOGCM that is forced by changes in the orbital
parameters (eccentricity, obliquity, precession) as occurred
during the Holocene and the Eemian. Section 2 describes the
model and the configuration of the simulations. The model
performance and sensitivity to external forcing, as well as

the mechanisms that control the changes in ENSO variability
are described in section 3. A discussion of the most impor-
tant results and the major conclusions are presented in
sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. Model and Experiments

[7] We use a fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea ice
general circulation, the Kiel Climate Model (KCM) [Park
et al., 2009]. The atmospheric component is ECHAM5, the
Hamburg (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology) atmo-
spheric general circulation model version 5 [Roeckner et al.,
2003], with a T31 resolution (3.75� � 3.75�) horizontally and
19 vertical levels. The ocean model is OPA9 [Madec, 2008]
which is run here on a 2� Mercator mesh with enhanced
meridional resolution of 0.5� in the equatorial region and
31 vertical levels that are unevenly spaced with a grid dis-
tance ranging from 10 m in the upper 100 m to 500 m below.
The sea-ice model LIM2 [Fichefet and Morales Maqueda,
1997] is coupled to OPA9 and runs on the ocean grid.
[8] The ocean and atmosphere models are coupled via the

coupler OASIS3 [Valcke, 2006]. The coupled model does
not use flux correction, and it has previously been shown to
realistically reproduce the present-day climate and global
ocean circulation [Park and Latif, 2008; Park et al., 2009].
In particular, the annual mean state, semi-annual and annual
cycle, together with the interannual variability are simulated
well in the tropical Pacific. Also, the KCM simulates the
characteristics of the internal climate variability such as the
Pacific Decadal Variability and Atlantic Multidecadal Vari-
ability comparable to the observations in terms of spatial and
temporal structure [Park and Latif, 2010]. The response of
the KCM to periodic multidecadal and centennial solar
forcing is examined by Park and Latif [2012]. More details
including the KCM’s performance of the modern mean state
and variability, and the model’s response to enhanced CO2

can be found in Park et al. [2009].
[9] In the present study, six quasi-steady state (time-slice)

experiments are performed with prescribed orbital config-
urations for the parameters eccentricity, obliquity and pre-
cession, representing distinct time periods during two warm
climates, the Holocene (9.5 kyr BP, 6 kyr BP, preindustrial)
and the Eemian (126 kyr BP, 122 kyr BP, 115 kyr BP)
(Figure 1 and Table 1) [see also Braconnot et al., 2008;
Schneider et al., 2010;Khon et al., 2010]. Both warm periods
underwent similar transient changes of the orbital para-
meters. For example, obliquity decreased over time while the
precessional index increased during both epochs. Overall,
eccentricity was about two times higher during the Eemian
compared to the Holocene; it slightly increased during the
Eemian, whereas it decreased during the Holocene (Table 1).
Precessionally pair-wise similar experiments are performed
for the respective early, middle and late phases of both peri-
ods (Figure 1). Although the global annual mean insolation
remained virtually constant for all time periods, the resulting
seasonal and latitudinal insolation changes during the
Eemian were about twice as large as during the Holocene.
[10] The simulations follow the standard protocol of the

Paleo-Modeling Intercomparison Project (PMIP) [Joussaume
and Taylor, 1995; Braconnot et al., 2008], where the orbital
parameters were computed according to Berger [1978].
During the Holocene, factors other than orbital forcing are
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assumed to be of minor importance. However, the neglect of
changes in sea level and ice sheet extent is probably over-
simplified for the Eemian [Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006], while
the role of dynamic vegetation during the mid-Holocene is
still under debate [Ganopolski et al., 1998; Zeng and Neelin,
2000]. Consequently, this study is rather a sensitivity study,
testing the response of a climate model to changes in the
orbital configurations including sea-ice feedbacks. Our focus
is on the mechanisms that come into play when using similar
external forcing with varying amplitudes to induce changes
in the tropical Pacific mean state that may influence ENSO.
[11] The orbital parameter changes result in a spatiotem-

poral redistribution of solar radiation at the top of the atmo-
sphere. A decrease in the obliquity (reduced tilt of the Earth’s
axis) causes the annual mean insolation to decrease (increase)
at high (low) latitudes. The precession, describing the loca-
tion of the vernal equinox along the Earth’s orbit around the
Sun, has an influence on the expression of the seasonal cycle
in both hemispheres. For example, in the present-day climate,
which is close to a precessional extreme, Northern Hemi-
sphere winters are near perihelion, such that today the
Northern (Southern) Hemisphere experiences a damped
(enhanced) seasonal contrast. Within a distance of half a
precessional cycle (�10 kyrs) this pattern is reversed, and in
between there is less contrast in the seasonal amplitudes of
both the Northern and Southern Hemisphere. High eccen-
tricity, meaning a strongly elliptical orbit further amplifies
this pattern of seasonal and hemispheric contrasts.
[12] All simulations were initialized with the World Ocean

Atlas (WOA) climatology [Conkright et al., 2002] of tem-
perature and salinity and integrated for 1000 years under
constant preindustrial greenhouse gas concentrations (e.g.,
CO2: 286 ppmv) [Petit et al., 1999]. The last 500 years of
each experiment provide stable climate conditions in the
upper ocean and were used for the analyses shown below. All
variables were linearly de-trended to remove the remaining
small model drift. Monthly climatologies and monthly
deseasonalized anomalies were then calculated for selected
variables. Finally, the variables were averaged over key

regions such as the Niño3 (150�W–90�W, 5�S–5�N) and
Niño4 (160�E–150�W, 5�S–5�N) boxes to obtain the mean
state and the ENSO indices.

3. Results

3.1. Tropical Pacific Climate in the Preindustrial
Control Simulation

[13] To assess the baseline model configuration for the
present study, the SSTs from the preindustrial control simu-
lation (0K) are compared with observed SSTs from the
Hadley Centre Sea Ice data, HadISST [Rayner et al., 2003]
over the period of 1950–1999 (Figures 2a and 2b). The
simulated annual mean Equatorial Pacific SSTs (averaged
over 120�E–80�W, 5�N–5�S) are about 2�C colder compared
to the data (Figures 2a and 2b and Table 2). This is a common
bias of non-flux corrected climate models, and possibly due
to overly strong trade winds [Guilyardi, 2006] and/or too
strong vertical mixing in the ocean. The transient climate
response (TCR), the temperature change at the time of CO2

doubling, is 2.9�C in the KCM, which is stronger than in
other CMIP3 models (1.2�C–2.6�C) [Park et al., 2009].
[14] The ENSO amplitude in the KCM, defined as the

standard deviation of the SST anomalies (SSTA) in the
Niño3 region, amounts to 0.91�C, which agrees well with
the data (Table 2). However, the small kurtosis and skew-
ness indicate that the Niño3 SSTA distribution is too broad
and too symmetric. In particular, the model underestimates
the observed tendency towards very strong warm SST
anomalies, as indicated by the much larger positive skew-
ness in the Hadley Centre’s SST data (Table 2). The spec-
trum of the Niño3 SST anomalies peaks between 3–4 years,
which is slightly shorter than that in the observations
(Figure 3). In spite of these differences, which in part may
result from the different record length (500 years versus
50 years), the preindustrial control simulation represents the
important aspects of the mean Tropical Pacific climate and
of ENSO reasonably well.

3.2. Semi-annual and Annual Cycles

[15] The changing orbital configurations during both the
Holocene and the Eemian result in an annual mean increase
in the top of the atmosphere (TOA) insolation over the
Tropics over time due to the decreasing obliquity (Table 1).
The annual mean SSTs averaged over the Equatorial Pacific
(120�E–80�W, 5�N–5�S) largely follow the obliquity forc-
ing [Liu et al., 2003; Timmermann et al., 2007] with a minor
warming trend (�0.1�C) during the early and a considerably
stronger warming trend (�0.5�C–0.7�C) during the late

Figure 1. Sketch illustrating the solar constellations of the
different time periods used in the present study (adapted
from Braconnot et al. [2008]). Shown is the location of the
vernal equinox on the Earth’s orbit around the Sun (first
day of the spring; March 20 in the Northern Hemisphere).
Blue and red orbits represent the Holocene and Eemian
epochs, respectively. The wedges roughly sketch relative
changes in obliquity.

Table 1. Orbital Parameters and Resulting Insolation Forcing
Averaged Over the Tropical Pacific (120�E–80�W, 5�N–5�S) for
the Different Experiments

Time Period

0K 6K 9.5K 115K 122K 126K

Experiment Name H0K H6K H9K E15 E22 E26
Eccentricity (deg) 0.0167 0.0187 0.0194 0.0414 0.0407 0.0397
Obliquity (deg) 23.4 24.1 24.2 22.4 23.2 23.9
Precession (w-180�) 102 1 303 111 356 291
TOA Insolation (Wm�2) 416.8 415.9 415.7 418.6 417.5 416.4
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phases of both epochs, respectively. Furthermore, there is a
precession-induced shift in the semi-annual insolation cycle,
which has its insolation maximum in boreal fall (September–
October) from the beginning to the middle of both periods,

shifting toward boreal spring (March–April) in the late
Holocene and Eemian, respectively (Figure 4a).
[16] The semi-annual cycle of the tropical insolation

forcing translates into a semi-annual cycle of SST in the
WPWP (Figure 4b) with a phase-lag of 1–2 months in all

Table 2. Mean State, SST, Changes of the Tropical Pacific (120�E–80�W, 5�N–5�S) and ENSO Statistics for the Different Experiments
and Modern Observations, Hadley SST Dataa

Time Period

0K 6K 9.5K 115K 122K 126K HadISST (1950–1999)

Mean SSTb 25.14 24.62 24.57 25.55 24.91 24.76 27.27
Niño4 SST (�C) 25.69 � 0.03 25.07 � 0.03 24.91 � 0.02 26.15 � 0.02 25.34 � 0.03 25.02 � 0.02 28.44 � 0.09
Niño3 SST (�C) 22.99 � 0.02 22.49 � 0.02 22.54 � 0.02 23.40 � 0.02 22.78 � 0.02 22.81 � 0.02 25.65 � 0.09
SST Gradient (�C) 2.70 � 0.01 2.58 � 0.01 2.37 � 0.01 2.75 � 0.01 2.56 � 0.01 2.21 � 0.01 2.79 � 0.05
ENSO Amplitude (�C) 0.91 � 0.03 0.86 � 0.02 0.81 � 0.03 0.94 � 0.03 0.84 � 0.02 0.77 � 0.03 0.89 � 0.08
Excess Kurtosisc 0.10 �0.07 0.03 0.09 0.41 0.20 1.31
Skewness 0.12 0.04 0.11 0.02 0.11 0.04 0.88

aErrors indicate 1 standard error for the data binned into 50-year blocks.
bAveraged over 120�E–80�W, 5�N–5�S.
cExcess Kurtosis is kurtosis - 3; where 3 is the kurtosis for standard normal distribution. The definition is used so that the standard normal distribution

will have an excess kurtosis of zero.

Figure 2. Spatiotemporal variability of SST (�C) in the tropical Pacific (120�E–80�W, 20�N–20�S) from
observations (HadISST, 1950–1999; Figures 2a, 2c, and 2e) and the preindustrial control simulation (0K;
Figures 2b, 2d, and 2f): (a and b) map of annual mean SST, (c and d) Hovmöller diagram of seasonal SST
anomalies, and (e and f) map of standard deviations of the monthly deseasonalized SST anomalies.
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simulations. In the Eastern Equatorial Pacific (Niño3
region), the same forcing results in an annual SST cycle in
the late Holocene and late Eemian runs (Figure 4c) pre-
sumably due to strong ocean-atmosphere interactions [see,
e.g., Neelin et al., 1994; Philander, 1999]. An indicator for
increasing coupling strength is given by the linear fit of the
Niño4 zonal wind stress anomalies against the Niño3 SST
anomalies [Guilyardi, 2006], where a slight increase of the
regression slope over both time periods (Holocene and
Eemian) suggests a stronger air-sea coupling (not shown). It
is not clear whether the lack of a clear seasonal cycle in the
Niño3 region during the other time slices is a model artifact
due to too weak air-sea coupling or constitutes a real signal,
since paleodata resolving the seasonal cycle are missing.

3.3. Change in ENSO Variability

[17] The periodicity of the Niño3 SST anomalies varies
only slightly among the time slice simulations, keeping the
peak within the 3–4 year period band (Figure 3). Also higher
statistical moments such as skewness and kurtosis exhibit
only minor variations among the different simulations
(Table 2). However, the ENSO amplitude increases with
time during both periods (Holocene, Eemian), with a larger
range of amplitudes in the Eemian simulations (Table 2).
According to a Student’s t-test using 50-year chunks, the
changes between the respective early and late phases
(Holocene and Eemian) are statistically significant at the
95% level. Consequently, a clear trend toward increasing
amplitudes over the course of the Holocene and the Eemian
is simulated. This trend is in agreement with observations
from the oxygen isotopic d18O composition of coralline

aragonite from Papua New Guinea, which show higher
amplitude variability in 118 kyr BP (std 0.08 permil) com-
pared to 128 kyr BP (0.05 permil) [Tudhope et al., 2001].
We are not aware of any other robust paleodata for the
Eemian ENSO, but our result is also in good agreement with
Holocene proxy data, as described above.
[18] The ENSO amplitude and the Tropical Pacific mean

state depict a clear linear behavior: the ENSO amplitude
increases (1) with the annual mean SST averaged over both
the Niño3 and Niño4 regions (Figure 5a), (2) with an
increased west-east (Niño4 minus Niño3) SST gradient
(Figure 5b), and (3) with an enhanced amplitude of the
seasonal SST cycle in the Niño3-box (Figure 5b). As
expected from Guilyardi [2006], the ENSO amplitude
increases with reduced easterly wind stress in the Niño4-box
(Figure 5c) and with increased easterly wind stress in the
Niño3-box. However, there is no clear relationship with the
Equatorial Pacific upper ocean heat content, as expressed by
the depth of the 20�C-isotherm (Figure 5d). This indicates
that in our simulations, the ENSO amplitude changes mostly
originate from surface layer processes. This is in accordance
with Guilyardi [2006], where most of the reported models
were locked in the surface (SST-) mode [Neelin et al., 1998].
[19] Overall, the SST in the Equatorial Pacific seems to be

a key parameter controlling ENSO amplitude in the KCM
(Figure 5a). In particular, the strong correlation between the
ENSO amplitude and the Niño4 SST (r = 0.89) suggests that
the WPWP region is a suitable area to reconstruct ENSO
strength during the past. One reason for the higher SST
sensitivity to orbital forcing in the Western Equatorial
Pacific relative to the EEP is that in the latter the insolation-

Figure 3. Spectra of monthly deseasonalized Niño3 SST anomalies. The Holocene simulations are
shown by the full lines, while the Eemian is marked by circles. Colors indicate the respective early (green;
9.5K, 126K), middle (blue; 6K, 122K), and late (black; 0K, 115K) phases; the red line marks the HadISST
data. The error bars (twice the standard error) are overlapping among the time slices, indicating that the
changes in ENSO frequencies over the time slices are not statistically significant.
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induced warming is damped by increased upwelling [Liu,
1998]. As a consequence, the zonal west-east SST gradient
increases with time over both the Holocene and the Eemian,
and this yields an even higher correlation with the ENSO
amplitude (r = 0.97) than the Niño4 SST only (Figures 5a
and 5b).

3.4. Walker Circulation

[20] The strengthening of the west-east SST gradient over
time is further investigated through the simulated changes in
the atmospheric circulation. The wind stress response pattern
during the Holocene (0K minus 9.5K; Figure 6a) and the
Eemian (115K minus 126K; Figure 6b) indicates a strong
meridional (Ekman) convergence of warm surface waters in
the western half of the upper Equatorial Pacific. The low-
level velocity potential simulated in 0K is shown in
Figure 7a, depicting, as expected, a strong convergence of
air masses in the WPWP region as indicated by the strong
maximum there. In contrast, the EEP features a divergence
of air masses. Differences of the velocity potential during the
Holocene (0K–9.5K; Figure 7c color shading) and the
Eemian (115K–126K; Figure 7e color shading) are

consistent with the corresponding SST changes shown in
Figures 6a and 6b, respectively. The changes in the velocity
potential include an anomalous convergence in the Central
Pacific peaking at about 160�W in both cases (Figures 7c
and 7e color shading). The changes in SST and velocity
potential are stronger during the Eemian (Figures 6b and 7e)
compared to those during the Holocene (Figures 6a and 7c).
This is due to the pronounced influence of the higher
eccentricity during the Eemian on the strength of the pre-
cession forcing, whereas the spatial response patterns remain
very similar. The anomalous convergence in the Central
Pacific is mainly due to an eastward expansion of the
WPWP in both 0K and 115K (Figures 7c and 7e; black
contours), very much as during El Niño events.
[21] The associated zonal (Walker) circulation changes are

shown as averages over the equatorial region (10�S–10�N).
They depict in 0K the familiar pattern with upward motion
over the WPWP centered at about 130�E and subsidence
further to the east (Figure 7b). The estimate of the Walker
circulation strength (based on the maximum value of the
velocity potential over the western Pacific) does not show
strong changes from the early to the late Holocene (Eemian)

Figure 4. Monthly averages over the Equatorial Pacific (120�E–80�W, 5�N–5�S) of (a) top of atmo-
sphere (TOA) incoming short wave radiation (Wm�2), (b) Niño4 SST (�C), and (c) Niño3 SST (�C). Line
and color code as in Figure 3.
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Figure 6. Difference of SST (�C) (shading) and surface wind stress (Pa) between two periods in (a) the
Holocene (0K minus 9.5K) and (b) the Eemian (115K minus 126K).

Figure 5. Relationships between the ENSO amplitude (�C) and (a) the annual mean Niño3 (blue) and
Niño4 (red) SSTs, (b) SST zonal gradient (Niño4-Niño3; black) and Niño3 SST seasonal amplitude
(maximum – minimum Niño3 SST; blue), (c) Niño3 (blue) and Niño4 (red) zonal wind stress, and (d) aver-
aged Niño3 and Niño4 20�C isotherm (Z20) depth, respectively. The error bars correspond to 1 standard error
using ten 50-year bins. Please note that the easterly wind stress is stronger as it becomes more negative.
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(Figures 7c and 7e). However, there is a substantial eastward
shift of the area of strong upward motion (seen as anomalous
upward motion in Figures 7d and 7f), which is indicated by
the shift of the zero-contours in Figures 7c and 7e. This
implies a reduction of the easterlies in the Western Pacific
and a corresponding strengthening in the Eastern Pacific
(Figures 7d and 7f), while the total strength of the Walker
circulation remains rather constant, exhibiting changes of
less than 5%.

3.5. Changes in the Surface Heat Flux
and Ocean Heat Transport

[22] Differences in the net surface heat flux between the
respective early and late stages of both warm periods
(Holocene, Eemian) reveal anomalous cooling over the
warm pool and anomalous warming in the east (Figures 8a
and 8b). This suggests that the surface heat flux cannot

explain the stronger warming in the west compared to the
east, but rather represents a damping. This implies that the
cause of the warming in the west during the two warm
epochs must be explained by ocean dynamical processes.
Following DiNezio et al. [2009], we investigate the con-
tributions of the vertically integrated meridional (Qv), ver-
tical (Qw) and zonal (Qu) ocean dynamical heating
contributions in the upper 300 m (H) using:

Qv ¼ rc
Z0

�H

v
∂T
∂y

dz; ð1Þ

Qw ¼ rc
Z0

�H

w
∂T
∂z

dz; ð2Þ

Figure 7. (a) Annual mean 850 hPa velocity potential (106 m2s�1) and (b) zonal-vertical circulation for
the preindustrial simulation (0K). The zonal-vertical circulation is shown by averaging divergent wind (m
s�1) and vertical velocity (10�4 hPa s�1) between 10�S and 10�N. (c) Holocene trend (0K minus 9.5K;
shaded) of the mean 850 hPa velocity potential, overlaid by the annual mean contours of the preindustrial
(0K; black) and early Holocene (9.5K; red) and (d) that of the zonal-vertical circulation. (e) Eemian trend
(115K minus 126K; shaded) of the mean 850 hPa velocity potential, overlaid by the contours of the late
Eemian (115K; black) and early Eemian (126K; red) and (f) that of the zonal-vertical circulation.
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Qu ¼ rc
Z0

�H

u
∂T
∂x

dz; ð3Þ

where rc = 4.1 � 106 Jm�3 K�1, c the specific heat capacity
of water, and r the density of water.
[23] The spatial patterns of the net surface heat flux

(Figures 8a and 8b) and Qv (Figures 8c and 8d) are similar
and do not depict strong changes along the Equator. Thus
both cannot explain the enhanced equatorial zonal tempera-
ture gradient change. The term Qw shows stronger ocean
dynamical cooling through vertical advection in the EEP and
a warming tendency to the west in 0K (115K) when com-
pared to 9.5K (126K) (Figures 8e and 8f). Further, the dis-
tribution of Qu is similar to that of Qw (Figures 8g and 8h).
We can therefore conclude that it is the zonal heat advection
(Qu) in concert with the vertical heat advection (Qw) that
cause the west-east asymmetry in the SST-trends during the
two warm periods. The effect is stronger during the Eemian

compared to the Holocene, which is consistent with the
stronger insolation forcing during the Eemian.
[24] In order to investigate the changes in the upper ocean

in more detail, we analyzed the temperature and vertical
velocity structure in the vertical plane parallel to the Equator
(Figure 9). Figures 9a and 9b show the mean temperature in
the x–z section along the Equator for 0K and 115K,
respectively. Figures 9c and 9d depict the temperature
anomalies (0K minus 9.5K and 115K minus 126K, respec-
tively). No clear signal in the thermocline structure along the
Equator is found. However, the vertical velocity shown in
Figures 9e and 9f displays a clear pattern, with enhanced
vertical velocity in the east and reduced vertical velocity in
the west. This supports the development of an enhanced
equatorial zonal SST gradient. The major contribution to the
latter is from the west, where the temperature increase is on
the order of 1�C, whereas the surface ocean warms consid-
erably less to the east.
[25] We conclude that the increase in the WPWP SST is

the main reason for the stronger ENSO variability, because

Figure 8. Holocene (Figures 8a, 8c, 8e, and 8g) and Eemian (Figures 8b, 8d, 8f, and 8h) trends of the
(a and b) net surface heat flux (Qnet), (c and d) meridional (Qv), (e and f) vertical (Qw), and (g and h) zonal
(Qu) ocean dynamical heating (Wm�2) over water in the tropical Pacific. Positive values are directed into
the ocean.
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the diabatic heating in this region is strongly dependent on
the mean SST [Zebiak and Cane, 1987]. For instance, the
regression of Niño4 zonal wind stress anomalies on Niño3
SST anomalies amounts to about 0.0053 Pa�C�1 in 115K,
while it is reduced to 0.0047 Pa�C�1 in 126K (not shown).
This indicates a stronger wind stress sensitivity to SST
anomalies with higher mean temperatures. The corresponding
change in SST variability between the two time slices as
expressed by the standard deviation of the Niño3 SST
anomalies is of the order of 20% (see Table 2). Although the
change in the wind stress sensitivity cannot account for the all
change in ENSO variability, it is obviously a major contributor.

4. Discussion

[26] Our climate model simulations have shown that the
ENSO amplitude does increase with an overall warming of
the Tropical Pacific as a result of orbitally induced insolation
changes. The ENSO amplitude also increases with a higher

west-east equatorial SST gradient and with an enhanced
seasonal cycle of the SSTs in the EEP. The ENSO frequency
remains largely unchanged. Variations in orbital forcing
have been identified as the main driver of climate variability
during the Holocene [Lorenz et al., 2006; Braconnot et al.,
2008; Berger, 1988], and they were also important factors
driving climate change during the Eemian [Montoya et al.,
2000; Kutzbach et al., 1991; Crowley and Kim, 1994]. Both
model studies [Zheng et al., 2008; Timmermann et al., 2007]
and paleoreconstructions [Tudhope et al., 2001] have previ-
ously linked changes in ENSO to variations in the seasonal
distribution of solar radiation through fluctuations in the
precessional cycle. When relating the simulated reorganiza-
tions of SST and ENSO amplitude in the Tropical Pacific to
the individual forcing components (obliquity, precession),
we find that the overall warming of the Tropical Pacific can
be well explained by the decreasing obliquity, while the
ENSO amplitude is most sensitive to precessional forcing
(Figure 10). In the WPWP, however, the warming is also

Figure 9. Holocene (Figures 9a, 9c, and 9e) and Eemian (Figures 9b, 9d, and 9f) depth-longitude variations
in the (a and b) mean temperature (0K, 115K), (c and d) the trends of the temperature overlain with the ther-
mocline (Z20) depths, and (e and f) trends of vertical velocity with positive values indicating upward anoma-
lies. The Z20 lines with green and black colors represent the early and late Holocene (Eemian), respectively.
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strongly correlated to changes in the precessional index.
Ocean dynamical processes, however, play the key role for
the enhanced warming in the west.
[27] The simulated mean temperature trend largely agrees

with alkenone reconstructions that show a tropical warming
over the Holocene [Kim et al., 2004; Leduc et al., 2010;
Schneider et al., 2010], which is also confirmed by other
climate models [Voss and Mikolajewicz, 2001; Lorenz and
Lohmann, 2004; Lorenz et al., 2006]. An enhancing ENSO
amplitude was also reconstructed over the Holocene from a
large number of paleoproxies [Rodbell et al., 1999; Tudhope
et al., 2001; Moy et al., 2002; Gagan et al., 2004] and
simulated by other climate models [Zheng et al., 2008]. In
contrast to model simulations of Timmermann et al. [2007]
and Liu [2002], where the ENSO amplitude increases as
the seasonal cycle weakens due to frequency entrainment,
our model results show a combined increase of both seasonal
and ENSO amplitude. Furthermore, we do not find a posi-
tive linear relationship between the ENSO amplitude and the
seasonal phase lock index (amplitude of the monthly strati-
fied standard deviation of Niño3 SST anomaly) as reported
by Guilyardi [2006] and Zheng et al. [2008]. This can be
explained by the failure of the KCM to capture the strong
phase locking of the ENSO to the annual cycle [see also
Park et al., 2009].
[28] Overall, the amplified warming of the Western Pacific

leads to a larger atmospheric heating there compared to the
east, where deep convection is suppressed in response to a
cooling feedback from the shallow thermocline and
enhanced upwelling. The enhanced west-east equatorial SST
gradient represents a more La Niña-like mean state of the
tropical Pacific in an orbital warm Northern Hemisphere
(NH) summer as stated by Clement et al. [1999]. Conse-
quently, in a cooler NH summer the mean state can be
expected to be more El Niño-Like, which may also be linked

to a weak Asian summer monsoon over the tropical Pacific
(not shown) [see also Liu et al., 2000, and references
therein]. These results are also consistent with findings from
CO2-induced global warming scenarios as reported by
Meehl et al. [2001] and Collins et al. [2010], who both
linked an increase in ENSO amplitude to a higher west-east
SST gradient. However, it should be noted that the CO2

warming scenario can differ from orbital forcing, since the
former is a globally uniform forcing all year-round, while
the latter varies with latitude and is more confined to the
seasonal cycle signal. In addition, our results are in agree-
ment with the multimodel ensemble reported by Guilyardi
[2006], where an inverse relationship is found between the
ENSO amplitude and the Niño4 mean zonal wind stress.
Overall, our findings on the link between the ENSO ampli-
tude and the mean Tropical Pacific SSTs agree well with
previous studies, and we argue that especially the warming
in the Western Equatorial Pacific is the key factor control-
ling the simulated changes in the ENSO amplitude.
[29] We find that a precession-induced southward shift of

the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in 0K (115K)
over the Equatorial Pacific is accompanied by a reduction of
the annual mean meridional gradient of SST (12�N–5�N
minus 12�S–5�S) [see also Timmermann et al., 2007]. The
corresponding changes in the meridional SST gradients are
stronger in the Eastern Pacific compared to the values over
the entire Equatorial Pacific. This is due to the more north-
ward position of the ITCZ in the east, favoring an intensi-
fication of cross equatorial southerlies over the EEP and
increased upwelling. The southward migration of the mean
northern position of the ITCZ is further supported by the
reduced warming in the Northern Hemisphere in 0K and
115K, where boreal summer occurs at aphelion. This is in
agreement with Koutavas et al. [2006] who concluded from
Mg/Ca thermometry near the Galapagos Islands that a more

Figure 10. Changes in the characteristics of the tropical Pacific mean state and ENSO versus the individ-
ual forcing components: (a) obliquity and (b) precession; ENSO amplitude (black; left scale), Niño4 SST
(red; right scale), Niño3 SST (blue; right scale). Note that the west-east SST gradient (green; right scale) is
multiplied by 10 times to match the scale.
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southward displaced ITCZ in the late Holocene would favor
higher El Niño-like instability.

5. Conclusions

[30] We used a climate model to investigate the sensitivity
of El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) to changes in the
mean climate state, induced by variations in the orbital
parameters (eccentricity obliquity, and precession), resem-
bling the past interglacial periods of the Holocene (last
10 kyr) and the Eemian (126–115 kyr BP). The simulated
ENSO amplitude increases linearly with sea surface tem-
peratures (SSTs) in the Tropical Pacific and with an
increased west-east equatorial SST gradient. The higher
damping of the SST changes in the Eastern Pacific compared
to the Western Pacific is largely induced by fluctuations in
the vertical ocean dynamical heating with contribution from
the zonal heat transport. At the same time, the ENSO fre-
quencies remain rather constant within a broad range peak-
ing at periods of 3–4 years, which is close to modern
observations. Our results provide important insights into the
mechanisms that are controlling ENSO variability and they
are in fairly good agreement with paleoreconstructions and
other climate model simulations for the Holocene. Accord-
ing to our findings, the Western Pacific Warm Pool (WPWP)
SST is a suitable indicator of past ENSO variability. The
robust link to the mean climate state in the Tropical Pacific
provides a powerful tool to be tested by paleoreconstructions
that only allow resolution of the mean state, but which do
not resolve higher frequency internal climate variability. We
propose that it may also be used in future climate projections
that are usually assumed to be more reliably predicting the
mean state rather than interannual variability.
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